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The Directory of e-Learning Suppliers was created to help executives in corporate universities
and managers of training facilities save time in comparing and selecting e-Learning suppliers.
The industry of potential e-Learning suppliers is large and difficult to distinguish among, as
many of them make similar claims. This list provides a beginning place that sorts the suppliers
into useful categories and gives information on their size, number of employees and time in
business. This list is strictly for informational purposes as a convenience. You can think of it
like a search engine on your browser – we have combed out the unimportant and irrelevant. All
firms on this list are actively involved in some aspect of e-Learning. When you are thinking
about finding an e-Learning supplier, start with this list – look through our categories – then
contact firms directly to be clarify if they have what you need. This list does not endorse one
company over another; rather, it is an objective survey of leading e-Learning suppliers.
This exciting new industry will enhance technologies of all types. Nanotechnology has
applications within biotechnology, manufacturing, aerospace, information systems and many
other fields. This book covers such nanotechnology business topics as micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), microengineering, microsystems, microsensors, carbon tubes
and much more. This is a young field with tremendous ground floor opportunities. Our terrific
new reference tool includes a thorough market analysis as well as our highly respected trends
analysis, all written from a business person's point of view. You'll find a complete overview,
industry analysis and market research report in one superb, value-priced package. It contains
thousands of contacts for business and industry leaders, industry associations, Internet sites
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and other resources. This book also includes statistical tables, an industry glossary and
thorough indexes. The corporate profiles section of the book includes our proprietary, in-depth
profiles of the 300 leading companies in all facets of the nanotechnology and microengineering
industry. Purchasers of either the book or PDF version can receive a free copy of the company
profiles database on CD-ROM, enabling key word search and export of key information,
addresses, phone numbers and executive names with titles for every company profiled.
Mobile Phone Security and Forensics provides both theoretical and practical background of
security and forensics for mobile phones. Security and secrets of mobile phones will be
discussed such as software and hardware interception, fraud and other malicious techniques
used “against” users will be analyzed. Readers will also learn where forensics data reside in
the mobile phone and the network and how to conduct a relevant analysis.
Provides business profiles, hiring and workplace culture information at more than 40 top
employers including such businesses as Microsoft.
Discusses the process of setting up and using a home or office wireless network, covering
topics such as point-to-point networking, sniffer tools, and security.
Testing applications for mobile phones is difficult, time-consuming, and hard to do effectively.
Many people have limited their testing efforts to hands-on testing of an application on a few
physical handsets, and they have to repeat the process every time a new version of the
software is ready to test. They may miss many of the permutations of real-world use, and as a
consequence their users are left with the unpleasant mess of a failing application on their
phone. Test automation can help to increase the range and scope of testing, while reducing
the overhead of manual testing of each version of the software. However automation is not a
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panacea, particularly for mobile applications, so we need to pick our test automation
challenges wisely. This book is intended to help software and test engineers pick appropriately
to achieve more; and as a consequence deliver better quality, working software to users. This
Synthesis lecture provides practical advice based on direct experience of using software test
automation to help improve the testing of a wide range of mobile phone applications, including
the latest AJAX applications. The focus is on applications that rely on a wireless network
connection to a remote server, however the principles may apply to other related fields and
applications. We start by explaining terms and some of the key challenges involved in testing
smartphone applications. Subsequent chapters describe a type of application e.g. markup,
AJAX, Client, followed by a related chapter on how to test each of these applications. Common
test automation techniques are covered in a separate chapter, and finally there is a brief
chapter on when to test manually. The book also contains numerous pointers and links to
further material to help you to improve your testing using automation appropriately. Table of
Contents: Introduction / Markup Languages / Testing Techniques for Markup Applications /
AJAX Mobile Applications / Testing Mobile AJAX Applications / Client Applications / Testing
Techniques for Client Applications / Common Techniques / When to Test Manually / Future
Work / Appendix A: Links and References / Appendix B: Data Connectivity / Appendix C:
Configuring Your Machine

This reference book is a complete guide to the trends and leading companies in the
engineering, research, design, innovation and development business fields: those firms
that are dominant in engineering-based design and development, as well leaders in
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technology-based research and development. We have included companies that are
making significant investments in research and development via as many disciplines as
possible, whether that research is being funded by internal investment, by fees received
from clients or by fees collected from government agencies. In this carefully-researched
volume, you'll get all of the data you need on the American Engineering & Research
Industry, including: engineering market analysis, complete industry basics, trends,
research trends, patents, intellectual property, funding, research and development data,
growth companies, investments, emerging technologies, CAD, CAE, CAM, and more.
The book also contains major statistical tables covering everything from total U.S. R&D
expenditures to the total number of scientists working in various disciplines, to amount
of U.S. government grants for research. In addition, you'll get expertly written profiles of
nearly 400 top Engineering and Research firms - the largest, most successful
corporations in all facets of Engineering and Research, all cross-indexed by location,
size and type of business. These corporate profiles include contact names, addresses,
Internet addresses, fax numbers, toll-free numbers, plus growth and hiring plans,
finances, research, marketing, technology, acquisitions and much more. This book will
put the entire Engineering and Research industry in your hands. Purchasers of either
the book or PDF version can receive a free copy of the company profiles database on
CD-ROM, enabling key word search and export of key information, addresses, phone
numbers and executive names with titles for every company profiled.
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An Invisible Danger on the Rise You eat organic and non-GMO food. You only drink
purified water. You take care of yourself and your family's health. But could there be a
silent, invisible danger causing potential harm to you and your loved ones? There
could. And it's called electromagnetic frequency (EMF) radiation and it's one of fastest
growing health issues facing our society. EMF radiation produced by modern
technology such as cell phones, tablets, laptops, Wi-Fi, and smart meters is an
emerging health threat, and we are all guinea pigs in a giant experiment with many
unknown consequences. But Aren't These Technologies Regulated and Safe? Surely
the government and other regulatory agencies make sure these technologies are
completely safe before they are approved for wide-spread use, right? Think again.
Ninety-five percent of American adults use cell phones regularly. Most households have
Wi-Fi. And even schools are increasingly becoming dependent on wireless devices.
And yet none of these technologies have been proven safe to humans for long-term
exposure. In fact, science confirms that the EMF emitted from common electronic
devices can cause definite biological changes in the body, and mounting research has
already shown it can lead to a long list of health concerns – some of which can be
pretty serious. The explosive use of mobile devices only occurred over the last twenty
years, yet we have only scratched the surface of what technology is yet to come.
Children born today will be exposed to much higher doses of EMF radiation than those
born just ten years ago. What are the ramifications and what can we do now to
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minimize the fallout? Is There a Solution? Fortunately, there are simple and effective
steps you can take to minimize the risks of dirty electricity. Education is key. With a
foreword by Bulletproof's Dave Asprey, Radiation Nation is info-packed with all the
essential education you need to make smart choices to stay safe when it comes to
technology. In Radiation Nation, you will learn: » The most practical precautions to
protect yourself and your loved ones from EMF radiation » What EMF radiation is and
how it affects the body biologically » The major health risks including fertility issues for
both men and women, DNA damage, cell mutation, cancer and other serious health
risks » The EMF sources of greatest concern » What is 5G and what are the possible
health risks » The latest scientific studies broken down by disease or condition » How
EMF radiation specifically affects children and those suffering with electromagnetic
hypersensitivity » Why the current safety standards for EMF are insufficient and need to
be rewritten » Do stickers, diodes, harmonizers and other products marketing as
protection have any grounding in science?
User guide for an "Orange" mobile phone.
Each two-volume book contains four major sections: . - Introduction and Overview:
Provides forewords by notables in the field and an outline of the book. - Essays:
Features eight to 10 essays on topics such as workplace issues, financial aid, diversity,
and more. - Directory: Contains descriptions and contact information for hundreds of
organizations, schools, and associations, arranged by topic. - Further
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Resources/Indexes: Includes glossaries, appendixes, further reading, and indexes
4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that best suits their
learning preferences. This option is perfect for those students who focus on the
textbook as their main course resource. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
The energy industry is boiling over with changes. Deregulation, new opportunities in
foreign fields and markets and environmental challenges are rushing together head-on
to shape the energy and utilities business of the future. Extremely deep offshore wells
in the Gulf of Mexico and offshore of West Africa are being drilled at immense cost.
Meanwhile China has become a major energy importer and Russia has become a
major exporter. In the U.S., Europe and Japan, renewable and alternative energy
sources are developing quickly, including big breakthroughs in wind power and fuel
cells. This exciting new reference book covers everything from major oil companies to
electric and gas utilities, plus pipelines, refiners, retailers, oil field services and
engineering. Petroleum topics include upstream and downstream. Additional topics
include coal, natural gas and LNG. More than a dozen statistical tables cover
everything from energy consumption, production and reserves to imports, exports and
prices. Next, our unique profiles of the Energy 500 Firms are also included, with such
vital details as executive contacts by title, revenues, profits, types of business, web
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sites, competitive advantage, growth plans and more. Purchasers of either the book or
PDF version can receive a free copy of the company profiles database on CD-ROM,
enabling key word search and export of key information, addresses, phone numbers
and executive names with titles for every company profiled.
Introducing Microsoft's flagship wireless development tool The .NET Mobile Web
Developer's Guide will provide readers with a solid guide to developing mobile
applications using Microsoft technologies. The focus of this book is on using ASP.NET
and the .NET mobile SDK. It provides an introduction to the .NET platform and goes
into moderate details on ASP.NET to allow readers to start developing ASP.NET
applications. In addition, this book will give the readers the insight to use the various
Microsoft technologies for developing mobile applications. This book assumes the
readers have experience in developing web applications and are familiar with any one
of the server-side technologies like ASP, JSP or PHP. The first book available on
Microsoft's cornerstone wireless development tool Best selling, high profile authors.
Wei Meng Lee and Shelley Powers are frequent speakers at all of the major developer
conferences have previously authored best selling books for O'Reilly and Associates,
Wrox Press, SAMS and Que Comes with wallet-sized CD containing a printable HTML
version of the book, all of the source code examples and demos of popular ASP .NET
and .NET Mobile programming tools Comprehensive Coverage of the .NET Mobile SDK
and ASP.NET for Mobile Web developers
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The Semantic Web represents a vision for how to make the huge amount of information
on the Web automatically processable by machines on a large scale. For this purpose,
a whole suite of standards, technologies and related tools have been specified and
developed over the last couple of years and they have now become the foundation for
numerous new applications. A Developer’s Guide to the Semantic Web helps the
reader to learn the core standards, key components and underlying concepts. It
provides in-depth coverage of both the what-is and how-to aspects of the Semantic
Web. From Yu’s presentation, the reader will obtain not only a solid understanding
about the Semantic Web, but also learn how to combine all the pieces to build new
applications on the Semantic Web. The second edition of this book not only adds
detailed coverage of the latest W3C standards such as SPARQL 1.1 and RDB2RDF, it
also updates the readers by following recent developments. More specifically, it
includes five new chapters on schema.org and semantic markup, on Semantic Web
technologies used in social networks and on new applications and projects such as
data.gov and Wikidata and it also provides a complete coding example of building a
search engine that supports Rich Snippets. Software developers in industry and
students specializing in Web development or Semantic Web technologies will find in
this book the most complete guide to this exciting field available today. Based on the
step-by-step presentation of real-world projects, where the technologies and standards
are applied, they will acquire the knowledge needed to design and implement state-ofPage 9/14
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the-art applications.
Covering the latest trends and technology changes, this is the fully updated and revised
bestselling guide to telecommunications for the nontechnical professional. Includes
sections on convergence, globalization, speech recognition, and 3G cellular networks.
Vault Guide to the Top Tech EmployersVault Inc.
Entrepreneurship for ambitious African Americans has always been a survival strategy.
Even racism, unemployment or discrimination from banks, couldn't hold them back.
KNOWLEDGE + AMBITION = SUCCESS !
Provides college students and recent graduates with overviews of career paths in key
industries, and includes contact information for major employers and hiring trends for
college graduates.
Provides contact information for local resources in over one hundred United States
cities along with cost of living data and figures for such areas as housing, utilities,
transporation, health, and groceries.
'The Hitchhiker's Guide to Going Wireless" quickly established itself as the essential
guide to mobile technology in South Africa. Going Mobile starts where Wireless left off
and shows how the vision for the future is becoming a reality today. Wireless talked
about the future high-speed wireless technology called WiMax, and already WiMax
services are being offered commercially. The future is rushing up on us so fast that the
time for a new edition of the Hitchhiker's Guide is now. As in Wireless, we ask the
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critical questions: What does it all mean? Where is it all going? How do ordinary people
tap into this communication revolution? Here is a guide that once again catches the
wave of interest and activity, that taps into the buzz, and also sets the mobile agenda
for ordinary people and businesses throughout South Africa.
An essential guide to present practice and policy concerning issues in heritage
management, Heritage Interpretation draws on the accumulated expertise and
international reputation for excellence of the UK heritage industry to describe and
analyze best practice in heritage interpretation. The contributors, all responsible for
developing best practices, come from a range of heritage organizations including
English Heritage, The National Trust, Historic Scotland, CADW and National Parks.
They draw on examples from throughout the UK, from public art and twentieth-century
military remains, to cathedrals and urban heritage, and discuss the range of interpretive
options available and how they can be appropriately tailored to specific places and
audiences. Providing practical guidance on interpretive techniques, the book provides
insights into the philosophies and thinking that underpins their adoption in particular
contexts. This clear and easy guide is an valuable addition to the reading list of any
student of history or heritage studies.
There is a growing body of interesting research exploring the social shaping of mobile
phones, covering a wide range of topics, from new forms of communication, to the
changes in time organization, the uses of public places, the display of emotions and the
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formation and sustaining of communities. This book evaluates the launch and adoption
of mobile phones, drawing out lessons for the future. In particular, it explores how social
scientists can collaborate with designers and engineers in the development of new
devices and uses. It will interest people from both industry and academia. Those
working in the mobile communications industry in strategy, design and marketing will
find this book of particular interest. In academia, undergraduate and postgraduate
students, as well as researchers in a wide range of social science fields will find it a
useful reference: sociologists, economists, psychologists in areas such as Science and
Technology studies; Cultural studies and New Media studies.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels
and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Plunkett's InfoTech Industry Almanac presents a complete analysis of the technology
business, including the convergence of hardware, software, entertainment and
telecommunications. This market research tool includes our analysis of the major
trends affecting the industry, from the rebound of the global PC and server market, to
consumer and enterprise software, to super computers, open systems such as Linux,
web services and network equipment. In addition, we provide major statistical tables
covering the industry, from computer sector revenues to broadband subscribers to
semiconductor industry production. No other source provides this book's easy-tounderstand comparisons of growth, expenditures, technologies, imports/exports,
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corporations, research and other vital subjects. The corporate profile section provides indepth, one-page profiles on each of the top 500 InfoTech companies. We have used
our massive databases to provide you with unique, objective analysis of the largest and
most exciting companies in: Computer Hardware, Computer Software, Internet
Services, E-Commerce, Networking, Semiconductors, Memory, Storage, Information
Management and Data Processing. We've been working harder than ever to gather
data on all the latest trends in information technology. Our research effort includes an
exhaustive study of new technologies and discussions with experts at dozens of
innovative tech companies. Purchasers of the printed book or PDF version may receive
a free CD-ROM database of the corporate profiles, enabling export of vital corporate
data for mail merge and other uses.
Complete, Unabridged Guide to Machine to machine. Get the information you need--fast! This
comprehensive guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed insight. It's all you
need. Here's part of the content - you would like to know it all? Delve into this book today!..... :
M2M uses a device (such as a sensor or meter) to capture an event (such as temperature,
inventory level, etc. ), which is relayed through a network (wireless, wired or hybrid) to an
application (software program), that translates the captured event into meaningful information
(for example, items need to be restocked). ...The cellular M2M communications industry
emerged in 1995 when Siemens set up a dedicated department inside its mobile phones
business unit to develop and launch a GSM data module called "M1" based on the Siemens
mobile phone S6 for M2M industrial applications, enabling machines to communicate over
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wireless networks. ... Today, M2M data modules are extremely sophisticated and come with an
array of features and capabilities such as onboard global positioning (GPS) technology, flexible
land grid array surface mounting, embedded M2M optimized SIM cards known as MIMs or
M2M identification modules, and embedded Java, an important enabling technology to
accelerate the Internet of Things (IOT). ...Recent examples include Ford Motor Company,
which has teamed with AT&T to wirelessly connect Ford Focus Electric with an embedded
wireless connection and dedicated app that includes the ability for the owner to monitor and
control vehicle charge settings, plan single- or multiple-stop journeys, locate charging stations,
pre-heat or cool the car. There is absolutely nothing that isn't thoroughly covered in the book. It
is straightforward, and does an excellent job of explaining all about Machine to machine in key
topics and material. There is no reason to invest in any other materials to learn about Machine
to machine. You'll understand it all. Inside the Guide: Machine to machine, Vodafone,
Universal gateway, Tera-play, Telenor Objects, Telenor, Smartdust, Plant floor communication,
OpenGate, Koneki, Internet of Things, Ambient intelligence
Containing toll free numbers, telephone numbers, and mailing addresses for leading U.S.
businesses, organizations, agencies, and institutions, including companies, associations,
educational institutions, media, political organizations, societies, travel providers, and U.S.
government agencies. Arranged alphabetically by name of organization and in a classified
section by type of business.
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